INTRODUCTION
ALTHOUGH the inter-bivalent distribution of chiasmata has not been studied as extensively as the intra-bivalent, evidence has been available for a long time about its variable nature. Thus, Mather (1936) concluded, following chiasma frequency analysis in twenty seven different organisms, that negatively correlated chiasma frequencies occur in the two or more groups of chromosomes in the nuclei of a number of species but not of all. The non-universal character of this type of chiasmata distribution was also indicated by the observation that while some individuals of a species show negatively correlated chiasma frequencies, others may fail to do so and a further group shows them with respect to some bivalents only. The present analysis in Delphinium was undertaken after evidence had been obtained in the course of an earlier investigation on this plant, that experimentally induced changes in the number of chiasmata in two large bivalents, affect their frequency in the six small bivalents (Jam and Bose, 1960) . This was observed in a number of plants analysed and it was felt that further studies on this material might prove to be of interest in relation to the above problem.
MATERIAL
Plants of Delphinium ajacis var. "Comet ", a winter annual with a diploid chromosome number of i6 were grown as controls to coichicine induced tetraploids. Flower buds from five of these diploid plants were fixed in Carnoy to which a few drops of aqueous ferric chloride solution (i per cent.) had been added for mordariting.
The chiasma frequency scoring for detailed analysis was done at metaphase in temporary acetocarmine preparations. Pollen mother cells at early diakinesis when the chiasmata were not liable to any confusion, were also scored to find whether or not the two sets of observations show the same trend. Of the eight chromosome pairs in Delphinium, all of which are of fairly large size, two are considerably larger than the other six (figs. 1, 2) and this easy separation of the bivalents into two groups as well as the fact that a large number of cells can be easily analysed, makes the plant of considerable value for studies on inter-chromosome distribution of chiasmata. On the other hand, unlike organisms, such as Vicia, there is terminalisation of chiasmata in Delphinium as prophase advances and it has been supposed on the basis of considerations pointed out in the following section, that metaphase scoring gives results comparable to those at diplotene.
3. METHOD In order to find out whether the chiasma frequencies in the large and small groups of chromosomes show any correlation, the method described by Elliott (1958) has been followed. This method involves the determination of inter-nuclear 383 variance which measures the variation in the total number of chiasmata among the pollen mother cells, and inherent variance which measures the variation in the distribution of chiasmata between the bivalents of the individual cells. If the internuclear variance exceeds the inherent variance, a positive correlation is suggested. A negative correlation is indicated, on the other hand, if the inherent variance is greater than the inter-nuclear variance. As all the eight bivalents in Delphinium cannot be distinguished from one another-they can be separated into only two distinct groups-the inherent variance has been calculated to measure the variation in the distribution of chiasmata within the large and the small chromosome groups. The components of variation for ii nuclei in Delphinium, then, are as follows: .
2n-i
Between nuclei (inter-nuclear)
Between groups of bivalents .
. .
Inherent (between groups within nuclei) .
The last-named component has been designated as the inherent variance for the purpose of the present analysis. Correlation coefficients for the two groups of chromosomes were calculated employing the standard formula Cov,, r= /(Vari ance) (Variance,,) where x andy refer to chiasma frequencies in two groups.
RESULTS (i) Chiasma frequencies, inter-nuclear and inherent variances
The observations on mean chiasma frequencies of each of the five plants are summarised in table i. Also given in this table are the corresponding inter-nuclear and inherent variances.
The observations in table i show that at both metaphase and early diakinesis, inherent variance exceeds inter-nuclear variance. This is true for all the five plants and the difference has been found to be statistically significant in the case of four of them, the first three plants showing this significant difference both at metaphase and diakinesis. The analysis at the two stages thus provides evidence for a negative correlation between the chiasmata in the large and the small groups of bivalents. The fact that early diakinesis and metaphase observations show the same trend makes it possible to suppose that terminalisation does not significantly change the earlier condition with regard to the intra-nuclear distribution of chiasmata. Such an alteration would occur if the process of terminalisation in different bivalents is negatively correlated. As pointed out by Mather (bc. cit.) , it is difficult to imagine such a correlation, particularly when terminalisation is complete. Hardly any interstitial chiasmata were found in the metaphase bivalents in the present material.
An examination of the observations in (table IA) shows that the five plants differ in their inter-nuclear variance but not in inherent variance. In spite of differences in their inter-nuclear variance, however, all the five plants give indication of a negative inter-group correlation. This shows that significant heterogeneity among inter-nuclear variances does not necessarily determine the direction of correlations as was suggested by the observations of Elliott (1958) on Endymion. The existence of large inter-nuclear variances in several of the plants, on the other hand, suggests the need for extending the analysis to the level of individual cells within a plant. 2B
(ii) Intra-plant, inter-cell variation in chiasma frequency and inherent variance
The observations on the chiasma frequency described above are presented in a different manner to show the intra-plant, inter-cell distributions.
These distributions make it clear that the different pollen mother number of chiasmata in the cells, the inherent variance in most cases also increases. To see whether this apparent increase is statistically significant, Bartlett's test for heterogeneity of variances was performed for individual plants as well as the pooled data (table 3A) . Inherent variances for different cell groups in plants 2, 4 and 5 are found to be heterogeneous, and so also the inherent variances in the case of pooled data which obviously has greater reliability as the variances were based on larger number of degrees of freedom. The general trend of observations on all the plants as well as the analysis of pooled data, leads to the conclusion, that the inherent variances in different cell groups are positively correlated with their chiasma frequencies. The increase in the number of chiasmata is not expected, as such, to lead to as large variances as observed. The expected rate of increase in variance on a purely numerical basis, is the squared rate of increase in mean. Considering the two extreme cell groups i and 4, the expected increased variance of group 4 would be 122/92 times variance of group i, whereas in the case of pooled data, this increase is nearly six times. A considerable part of the observed increase must therefore be attributed to other factors. If it is assumed that competition leads to greater variance, the above results would show that the interbivalent competition for chiasmata for which evidence has already been presented, increases with increase in the number of chiasmata in a cell. The assumption is not without evidence, although it is derived from observations of a very different kind. Experimental findings of Sakai (1955) and Griffing (1953) on variances for quantitative characters in plants are compatible with this assumption.
(iii) Intro-plant variation in correlation coefficients
The effect of increase in chiasma frequency on intra-nuclear distribution of chiasmata can also be shown by calculating correlation coefficients of chiasmata in the two groups of bivalents. For this purpose, the pollen mother cells of each plant have been divided into two groups; cells with a chiasma frequency of more than lo constituting the A group, those having io or fewer chiasmata the B group. The correlation coefficients for these two groups of cells in each of the five plants are given in table .
It is found that the negative correlation coefficient is stronger in the group A pollen mother cells in all the five plants, significantly so in three of them. If the inherent and inter-nuclear variances are determined for these two groups of cells, as has been done in table 5, it is observed that the inherent variance is greater in the A group cells than in the B group in four of the plants; in two of them, this is associated with an inter-nuclear variance which is smaller than the corresponding variance in the B group. The above results are thus in agreement with those presented earlier in showing greater variation in the distribution of chiasmata and greater inter-bivalent competition in cells with relatively higher number of chiasmata.
DISCUSSION
The genotypic control of chiasma frequency was demonstrated convincingly by Rees (1955) following his observations on crosses between inbred strains of rye. It has also been known, as pointed out earlier, that distribution of chiasmata in a plant may not be independently determined. More recently Rowlands (1958) has shown that in different plants of Vicia faba, there is a wide range of correlation coefficients, from negative correlations that are highly significant to positive which approach the level of significance. Variable behaviour of this type has also been demonstrated by Elliott (1958) variance with increasing number of chiasmata (text- fig. 3 ) indicates that at lower levels of chiasma frequency, the inter-bivalent distribution of chiasmata is to a large extent independently determined. In other words, each of the bivalents is adapted to form a minimum number of chiasmata, beyond which competition sets in for the extra number of chiasmata, formed in the nucleus. Even if the above assumption is not made, the significantly greater correlation coefficient in the A group cells with their higher number of chiasmata would point to the same conclusion. A similar conclusion was reached earlier by Mather (bc. cit.) by Lamm (1936) on rye plants. Lamm found that inbred rye with a low chiasma frequency fails to show inter-chromosome competition whereas ordinary rye with a higher chiasma frequency shows it often.
Also, the recent finding of Wilson (i) that experimentally induced changes in chiasma frequency in Enqymion, affect the long chromosomes more than the short ones, is understandable on the basis of the above conclusion. It may be supposed that the induced changes affect that fraction of the chiasma frequency for which there is competition and the larger bivalents are better adapted to have it.
Mather has explained how, with bivalents in the same nucleus showing very different frequencies of chiasmata, there may exist differences in the competing ability of the different bivalents, which would explain the variable behaviour with regard to the intra-nuclear distribution of chiasmata in different organisms. It is also possible to offer an explanation for the failure, reported by Rowlands, to find any consistent relationship when the mean chiasma frequencies of a number of individuals belonging to the same species and their respective inherent variances or correlation coefficients are considered. The number of chiasmata beyond which competition occurs between the bivalents, may vary in individuals showing genotypically determined differences in their chiasma frequencies. Such a threshold variation would mean that a plant with relatively high mean chiasma frequency would not necessarily show a larger correlation coefficient.
The above interpretation of intra-nuclear distribution of chiasmata is obviously of interest in relation to the mechanism of chiasma formation. The fact that intra-nuclear chiasma distribution beyond a certain level tends to be determined by competition points to a regulating control which naturally discounts the suggestion that chiasma formation may have a purely mechanical basis. Such a distribution, suggesting as it does a limit to chiasma formation in the bivalents, has interesting genetical implications. It appears to be a manifestation of the control determining the amount of genetic recombination. The control of this recombination is of obvious importance in relation to stability on the one hand and continued adaptability on the other. The competition for chiasmata beyond a certain frequency would also possibly result in greater variation among the recombinants. It is not, however, possible to suggest that inter-bivalent competition for chiasmata has been selected to secure this purpose. The earlier observations on this plant showing that experimentally induced reduction in chiasma frequency in one group of chromosomes leads to an increase in the number of chiasmata in the other group is also of interest, in relation to this point. It corresponds to the finding of Morgan et al. (1933) that prevention of crossing over on two of the long chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster was accompanied by increased crossing over in the third chromosome, and emphasises the control of the amount of genetic recombination. 2. It has been found that the inter-group correlation is stronger in cells with relatively higher number of chiasmata. The intra-plant analysis has also shown that when the different cell classes showing no inter-nuclear variance are considered, those with higher number of chiasmata show greater variation in the distribution of chiasmata among the two groups of bivalents.
3. The observations have been interpreted to indicate that at lower levels of chiasma frequency the intra-nuclear distribution of chiasmata among different bivalents is independently determined, but as the chiasma frequency rises, the bivalents show increasing competition.
4. The implication of these observations for the mechanism controlling chiasma formation has been briefly discussed. It has also been concluded that the inter-bivalent competition for chiasmata is a manifestation of the mechanism controlling amount of genetic recombinadon.
